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This full-color atlas includes 107 bone and 47 soft-tissue photographs with easy-to-read labels. This

new edition of the atlas contains a brand new comprehensive histology photomicrograph section

featuring over 50 slides of basic tissue and organ systems. Featuring photos taken by renowned

biomedical photographer Ralph Hutchings, this high-quality photographic atlas makes an excellent

resource for the classroom and laboratory, and is referenced in appropriate figure legends

throughout the text.
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Awsome! Full of excellent color photos, and labeling. It's so good, I can look at it in my spare time

rather than trying to drive to school and go into the lab and look at bones. A must buy!

I used this book for identifying tissues and bones, but when it got to the muscles it was a bit harder

to learn from but still it is very useful to refer to when in doubt. It does use real cadaver pictures. I

would recommend this book.

Recommended book for class....but when it says "BRIEF" they really mean it. It was really only

useful to me for the arms and legs. It does have labeled cadaver pictures, but you'll be better off

with investing in a book with more pictures.

Really nice cadaver pictures, so I use it to test myself after I have studied material from other



atlases. DO NOT USE THIS AS YOUR MAIN ATLAS!!! It doesn't have enough detail for even a

basic undergrad anatomy class. I ONLY use it for the cadaver pictures.

Terrific photos of a cadaver and amazing photos of cranial bones. This has been the best resource

for my Anatomy and Physiology class. Specifically, the anatomy portion.If you have an Anatomy

book for class that you feel might be missing pieces, it is and this is the book you need to fill the

gaps.Provides amazing tips.I recommend using post it book markers to cover the names of each

part to lift to quiz yourself

I bought this book because I bought a different edition of the class textbook and the newer version

came with this book... halfway through my class I realized how helpful it was so I found it on here for

pretty cheap... and it WAS helpful and still is... it's a great way to study and get through any level of

college anatomy

There's not a lot of content here. I paid less than $10, and I feel like I got ripped off. Many of the

pictures, especially those of the muscles, are hard to interpret. Color coding or outlining would really

help with understanding what structure is which, and where it is.

Lots of clear labeled pictures. This is an excellent resource for any anatomy student, especially

while learning the bones. I have used many different books similar to this and none of them were as

good. If you're studying anatomy, this is a great book to purchase.
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